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PRESIDENT’S

Message

K. Syama Raju
President
SIHRA
Dear readers
Much to the relief of the country, we could battle out the unexpected and deadly ‘second wave’ of the Corona
pandemic earlier than anticipated. Be that as it may, the pandemic has not been seen dwindling utterly, India,
fortunately, returned to normal self sooner than expected. After a long gap, rustles have been replaced by rattlings in
the all happening hubs across the country.
Along with the fast-improving leisure and business travels all over, our nation too sees a newfound zeal and elation
in the travel and tourism business. The declining covid cases, easing of restrictions across states, increasing the
propulsion of the variolations drive and of course, people’s inherent need to travel are the key factors leading to this
phenomenon.
According to a recent official report, India administered more than180 a million doses of vaccines in August itself and
it continues to ramp up its inoculation drive to forfend a third wave of covid at any cost. Inspired from this, to ensure
the safety of patrons and employees in the tourism sector, South Indian Hotels and Restaurants Associaton ( SIHRA)
had also kick-started a commendable ‘mission vaccination’ program, initiated at Tamil Nadu and have now covered
entire South India in a short period which is fascinating.
Predictably, there has been an increase in the number of tourists opting for domestic leisure level globally. The trend
continued in India too as international tourists are still precluded from traveling. As per data, even though occupancy
percentage before unlock 1 was 3 to 4 percentage, it has been going up to 30 to 35% now and in some hotels, there
is an unprecedented jump of 60% which is certainly promising.
The central government has been permitted to organize social, academic, sports, entertainment, cultural, religious,
and political events from September 21 under the process of unlocking 4. Nonetheless, the maximum participation
has been minimized to 100.
The Indian hospitality industry is now getting on track and expected to further improve the business after the
relaxations given in the unlock 4 guidelines from the center. Alas, if both the central and state governments provide
some relief package to the industry, it will not only bolster the tourism sector but boost up the morales of all included
including the states’ exchequers.
The soft lights are spreading on the east heralding another new season for the industry. Let’s welcome it with
optimism, confidence, positive attitudes, and of course the very inevitable protocols.
Kind Regards,
K.Syama Raju
President
SIHRA
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HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

REDESIGN while
RESTARTING Hospitality
Business Post-Covid 19
Sureshbabu Sekharan

T

he Covid 19 - the second wave
has upended life for everyone
after a temporary lull since it’s
an outbreak. Unarguably, the
impact the pandemic had created on the
hospitality sector is much more severe
than any other sector globally. The tourism
and hospitality industry came to a grinding
halt once again, courtesy of several Indian
states that have brought back lock-downlike restrictions especially on the interstate
level. This has marred all the chances of
overall stability and growth momentum
the industry thrives to be attaining.
According to reliable data in the month of
May and June 2021, 25% of interviewed
hoteliers from various tourist destinations
in India expressed their concern that they
were uncertain about what will happen
in the future in terms of Indian tourism.
More than 55% in total stated that tourism
in India will hit an all-time low in the year
2021. However, 20% of hoteliers stated
that domestic tourism will likely increase in
the future that’s something to be sighing
for Indian hospitality.
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Occupancy levels had been
plummeted to single digits or nil
except for quarantine or other
pandemic-related business during
the first quarter of the year. Many
hotel chains were starting for
looking into growth plans in the presecond wave period as the domestic
travel cases were gradually rising
and corporate travels have started
gaining momentum. However, all
are prepared for a tough moment
now. Many hoteliers believe that
the hotel business will need direct
government support to tide over the
current crisis. Hotel chains that have
multiple hotels in big Indian cities
now staring at big losses as only
costs keep mounting with limited
revenue.
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“We were forced to introduce
new plans and strategies just to
get on our heels with extra priority
for health protocols suiting to
‘new normal’ for both customers
and staffs. With effective cost
management and innovative
guest service method we were just
scrambling up from the ground,
but everything went for a toss once
again post-second wave. Now
we are even unable to pay huge
electricity bills let alone pending
staffs’ salaries. Until unless the
central or state government comes
up with a reviving package for
buttressing us the industry can’t
survive. We have adapted to the
policy of rather being shut and wait
for days to brighten up than taking
another big risk. Our staffs are

August - September 2021

All hospitality
professionals admit
that the current crisis
makes a turning point
in their industry as
nothing would be as
same as before.

already warned of impending doom
and they are prepared it too.” Says
Jose Palamattom, Vice President,
Sands Hotel Private Limited, Juhu
beach, Mumbai.
“Practicing future revenue at this
moment is like staring at the face of
a fortune teller. The only possible
temporary suggestion for the
hotel industry seems to be ‘the
preparedness for worst’. Unlike the
national lockdown, last year hotels
are continuing to operate this time
by strictly following safety and
health protocols adhering to local
restrictions. Hoteliers have already
learned the fact that managing
costs, streaming of operations and
implementation of well-developed
protocols to look after the safety
aspects of guests could help them
grappling over the crisis to an
extent”, opines Anup Antony, a
hotel consultant from Kochi. A
major worry for the hotel chains
is that travelers from abroad may
step away for sometime more as
India’s image as a safe tourism
destination has taken a backseat
during the second wave of the
pandemic with international media
painting a grim picture of human
sufferings, misgovernance, and
mismanagement of Indian health
system.

Crisis Management

All hospitality professionals admit
that the current crisis makes a
turning point in their industry as
nothing would be as same as before.
Nevertheless, if there’s a little
amount of wisdom and research
properly put on, can be helped
the hospitality sector to a great
length. Anytime markets can be
shut down for one day or another
owing to the increased or malleable
health uncertainties by the local
authorities. The economic problem
will deepen if owners can’t adjust
operating costs by verifying the
various level of market demand.
Flexible arrangements with suppliers

and real estate owners could also
help to better manage cash flow.
Overabundance staffing level that
largely consumes limited financial
resources needs to be avoided
at any cost. Daily or weekly cost
and revenue planning must be
established in order to manage the
operational and financial risks during
these times of uncertainty. If the risk
and financial burden are too high
due to low and oscillating levels of
demand it’s more sensible to keep
the business closed.
Again, our domestic and
International markets are differently
impacted by the pandemic second
wave, markets could be reopened in
three steps process.
1. Smooth reopening of local
hospitality markets under tight
restrictions and guidelines of local
authorities.
2. Reopening of national tourism
sectors with more relaxations
in domestic airline services and
eased guidelines for corporate
functionings.
3. Reopening of international
markets with more inward and
outward flight services and relaxed
travel policies.

Cautions in the air

Tourists and travelers themselves
will naturally be cautious in the
post Covid -second wave scenario.
Social distancing and new health
regulations will continue to be
the new norm for restaurants
and hoteliers. New Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) for
consumers’ touchpoints will be
required besides additional training
sessions for service staff. Apart
from social distancing restricted
use of available spaces and partial
use on available rooms to be taken
into consideration which means
putting safety and health first and
the financial and economic interest
might be secondary which is easier
said than done though. The profiles
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If your business is a restaurant then sharing
content about home deliveries, contactless
deliveries, etc will allow your customers to see
how your offerings have been enhanced to
suit the situation. In short, businesses in the
hospitality industry must learn to pivot, adapt
and flow with the scenario whilst looking for
opportunities. This is perhaps the best time to
experiment.
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of customers and their demand
will also probably be changed in
comparison to the pre-Covid 19
status. Also, keep in mind the fact
that the needs of domestic tourists
may be different from the service
expectations of an international
tourist.
Hoteliers must consider boosting
digital solutions in their business.
Virtual tourists guides, specific
service apps, virtual menus,
automated check-ins, and paperless
payment systems are areas
where human touchpoints can be
reduced while focusing on service
expectations and efficiencies. At the
same time make sure the individual
needs of the customer dictate the
intensity of the digital experience.
At the end of the day, it’s he who
knows how to combine innovations
and profitability who will be a clear
winner.

Employer Employee bridge

As for employers, streamline your
workforce, educate them about
the current business situations and
challenges and explain when and
where they should be transparent.
Once you have the right people
in your business you then need
to invest in training them with
respect to health regulations and
uncompromising quality service. The
objective is to have motivated and
skillful service employees since they
are the main source of ‘excellence
in the service industry. Given the
‘down market syndrome’ try to avoid
the decision of hiring and firing
on a random basis. Identify a core
‘care team’ that consists of few key
employees ideally equipped with
experience in various departments
and operational tasks. Managerial
communication and proximity
are imperative and teamwork and
multitasking are excellent ways
of bridging operational gaps and
avoiding higher fixed costs based
on overstaffing. The multi-tasking

nature of the core team will allow
managers to revise SOPs and
manage the quick incorporation of
newly hired staff. Employees need
to be motivated and frequently
reminded about their specific and
special roles. What employers could
reassure them is also the minimum
level of income security, an open ear
for operational concerns, a longterm commitment, and required
empathy and kindness in such
difficult and challenging business
circumstances.

Know Your
Customer

Knowing who your customer is
and analyzing their needs can
supplement your business growth
and enabling you to serve them
better. Knowing the customers’
concerns, adapting the operational
processes to their new needs, and
building a composition advantage
around them will mainly depend on
how well business owners can listen
and interact with them. Service is all
about people that’s the ‘ basic feet’
which will remain so despite the
many changes brought on by the
post covid 19 pandemic. In fact, the
pandemic has transferred numerous
aspects of the industry and some
of them are likely to have remained
even after the crisis has passed.
The challenge is to pinpoint what
will and won’t work during such
explosive times.
Reregulate your targets and goals
entirely according to the current
situation is another possibility. Try
best to restart the cash flow. Ensure
that your business is updated on

the latest guidelines and regulations
put out by the central and state
governments. Communicating the
same to your customers is also
crucial. It will provide them with
clarity while letting them know the
rules they need to adhere to while
traveling. Staying updated on the
latest information will help enhance
customer service. Prioritize and
build systematically while offering
your service as an experience your
customers will cherish forever.

Virtual Service

Keep a tab on the number of
throwback posts you share in the
pre-pandemic times. The content
you post needs to evolve along
with your business in tandem with
the changing times and the market
scenario and how your business has
adapted to it etc. If your business is
a restaurant then sharing content
about home deliveries, contactless
deliveries, etc will allow your
customers to see how your offerings
have been enhanced to suit the
situation. In short, businesses
in the hospitality industry must
learn to pivot, adapt and flow with
the scenario whilst looking for
opportunities. This is perhaps the
best time to experiment.
Despite the vaccination drive, it’s
evident that it might take a couple
of months for things to stabilize
which means that the number of
Digital Nomads will continue to
do their jobs. Adapting essential
solutions and evolving to the
fast-changing scenarios will allow
business in the industry to bounce
back normally and thrive sooner
than later.
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What They Say
Let us see what some of the key persons in the hospitality business have to say about the scenario.
Suresh M. Pillai
Vice President
SIHRA
Another aspect for the industry to go on without hurdles at this testing time is vaccination.
Vaccination must be strictly and quickly carried out because people need to feel safe when
they travel somewhere. They should be allowed to travel to different locations at least after
the first shot. Furthermore, it should be made easier for people to display their vaccination
certificates while making reservations. Owners should get their employees vaccinated as
early as possible. Domestic tourism offers main chances for driving recovery and supporting
the tourism sector at this crucial time of reopening the industry which could compensate for
the downing trend of the international tourism business. Many countries including China,
Spain France, and the United States have already moved towards promoting domestic
tourism and they are all out of danger zones and their glinting economy stands as a
testimony
Jose Pradeep
Executive Committee Member
SIHRA
Tourism continues to be one of the sectors hit hardest by the COVID-19 pandemic in India
and the situation is still uncertain as opposed to the other sectors that have started to
recover. Unlike the last year’s lockdown during the start of the pandemic, post-second wave
reopening seems to be complex keeping in mind the zonal curfew and restrictions, and the
new preventive measures SOP released by the Government for the tourism sector. All hotels
and other hospitality units have to take suitable measures to restrict any further transmission
of COVID-19 while providing accommodation and other tourist services.
The third wave of Covid-19 is a critical juncture and the future of Kerala’s tourism sector
depends heavily on how we handle it. If the sector is not revived now, it might cause
irrevocable damage to the Kerala tourism sector in the long term. The need for the moment
is a formula for survival rather than planning for long-term profitability as the sword of the
third wave is still dangling over us. Effect cost-cutting measures in various aspects are the
need of the hour to balance the income-expenditure ratio. Hotels have to pay heavily on
taxes and acquire various licenses such as trade licenses, bar licenses, property taxes, etc.
Therefore, the waiver of license fees and deferment on statutory dues for the hospitality
and travel sector would be the right move. A large number of employees have either lost
their job or not getting their salaries. The government should provide funds from any
Government scheme to provide remuneration to the staff of the tourism sector.
Keeping in mind that there is currently no timeline for complete vaccination to combat the
pandemic, the tourism sector would take a long time to recover and return to profitability.
Domestic tourism, on the other hand, should be the first priority in redeveloping India’s
tourism economy. The tourism industry, as well as the government, should take all measures
to avert job losses and provide whatever financial assistance that may be available. There
is an urgent need for specially designed protocols with effective SOPs while protecting the
jobs and businesses in the tourism sector. Many countries as preparing measures to help
tourism’s long-term recovery, encouraging the digital transition and a shift to a greener
tourism system, and rethinking tourism for the future. Vaccination has boosted hopes
however the rate of vaccination is too slow for the tourism sector to wait. Industry insiders
are of the opinion that prioritizing immunization of front-desk personnel, publicizing the
status of vaccinated staff on a public forum, and organizing a vaccination for the resort
workers in distant places will assist rebuild traveler confidence.
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N.Vijayagopalan
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Tourism and Hospitality
Industry :
UPWARD IS THE ONLY
AFFORDABLE DIRECTION
N.Vijayagopalan

T

ourism and hospitality is an important
parameter of socio-cultural identity
and heritage of a country. In the era of
globalization tourism and hospitality
enhances the economic growth by job creation,
source of foreign exchange and development of
regions with potential for tourism.
Perhaps the worst affected among the areas
of business which were brought to a standstill
following the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic
last year is tourism and hospitality industry, which
had to bear the brunt of lockdowns and social
distancing. According to the UN World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO), this is by far the worst crisis
international tourism has faced since records began
in 1950.
Tourism and hospitality industry is considered
as an ‘engine of economic growth’ with its direct
and indirect linkage to about 360 industries. The
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Tourism sector is operating with a few
constraints which retard its growth. Firstly,
deficiencies in infrastructure and inadequate
connectivity hamper tourist visits to some
heritage sites.
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industry contributes over 7% of
GDP of India, contributes about 8%
in total employment generated and
is the third largest source of foreign
exchange for India.
The impact this industry’s limbo
can have on the economy of the
nation cannot be over emphasized.
As per the Federation of Hotel &
Restaurant Associations of India
(FHRAI), in FY21, the Indian hotel
industry has taken a hit of more than
Rs. 1.30 lakh crore (US$ 17.81 billion)
in revenue due to impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic. This makes it
imperative that all out efforts should
be taken by the government and the
various stakeholders of the industry
to bring it back to rails.
Now as the vaccination drive is
gaining ground, life is expected to
return to normalcy without lapse
of time. Given this, India should
seek to actively support the tourism
sector, as the sector is a significant
contributor to the Indian economy
and is our biggest ambassador to
the world.

India has a few unique inherent
competitive advantages as it offers
a diverse portfolio of niche tourism
products - cruises, adventure,
medical, wellness, sports, ecotourism, film, rural and religious
tourism. This competitive advantage
has the potential to help India
become a tourism hub in the world.

Constraints in
Tourism Sector

Tourism sector is operating with
a few constraints which retard
its growth. Firstly, deficiencies
in infrastructure and inadequate
connectivity hamper tourist visits
to some heritage sites. Also, India
has various tourist destinations but
few circuits or segments such as the
Golden Triangle (Delhi-Agra-Jaipur).
Secondly, although promotion
and marketing activity has been
increasing, online marketing/
branding remains limited and
campaigns are not coordinated.
Tourist information centers are
poorly managed, making it difficult

for domestic and foreign tourists to
access information with ease.
Thirdly, the insufficiency in the
number of adequately trained
individuals for the tourism and
hospitality sector is a key challenge
to giving visitors a world-class
experience. A limited number of
multilingual trained guides, and
the limited local awareness and
understanding of the benefits and
responsibilities associated with tourist
growth act as constraints on the
sector’s growth.
Fourth factor is the underutilization
of Tourism Potential. Out of 140
countries, India ranked 8th on
cultural resources and business travel,
13th on price competitiveness, and
14th on natural resources in World
Economic Forum’s Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness Report 2019. Despite
these superb rankings, India’s overall
tourism competitiveness ranking at 34
reveals that India has not monetized
or marketed the precious assets
embedded in its heritage to their full
potential, as other countries do.
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What is the Way
Forward?
Tourism encompasses multiple
ministries and takes place in and
within states. It thus requires a One
India One Tourism’ Approach by
having a National Tourism Council,
an empowered legislative body that
will enable fast-tracking of Centrestate level tourism matters and will
create the much needed ‘One India
One Tourism’ approach.
It is imoperative that Tourism
should be declared as Infrastructure.
Tourism infrastructure projects, viz.,
hotels, resorts, equipment, parks,
etc., having a project cost above a
stipulated level should be notified as
‘infrastructure’ to enable promoters
to avail loans on a priority basis.
Skill development is another very
important area. There is a need
to connect local communities to

18
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tourism by encouraging them to
set up small enterprises to supply
the tourism industry. Employment
opportunities can be expanded
by ensuring that investors and
operators in the organized sector
are encouraged to hire staff locally
Conservation of Heritage Sites is
another key area. Conservation
and development of all heritage
sites should be undertaken
and completed through
either government funding or
through NGOs/Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) activities. The
Ministry of Tourism’s Swadesh
Darshan and National Mission
on Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and
Spiritual Heritage Augmentation
Drive (PRASHAD) schemes
are already undertaking the
development or maintenance of
heritage sites.
Promoting Ease of Tourism is
yet another vital requirement. To
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truly ensure a seamless tourist
transportation experience we need
to standardize all interstate road
taxes and make them payable at a
single point which will facilitate the
ease of doing business.
Incredible India 2.0 is a great
initiative of the Government of
India. Given the diversity of tourism
in India, there is a need to actively
promote and market niche tourism
like Buddhist circuit, Swadesh
Darshan, Adventure tourism in
Andaman and Nicobar Islands. In
this context, the Government of
India can launch the Incredible India
2.0 campaign, which will promote
tourism in 100 Smart & Swachh
Tourist Destination Sites.
To conclude, it can be said that
given opportunities in the Tourism
and Hospitality sector, it can act
as an engine to revive growth and
showcases brand India to the world.

TRAVEL & TOURISM
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‘REVENGE TRAVEL’
GAINING GROUND?

R

Our Bureau

evenge travel or tourism refers to the phenomenon wherein
people wish to break free from the mundane routine that
has caused the “new normal” to develop in the wake of the
coronavirus crisis. It also stems from a circumstance that has been
described as “lockdown fatigue” or exhaustion that escalates on account
of monotony.
Why is Revenge Travel in the news again? The phrase Revenge Travel
occupied top spots on the search trends after Lav Agarwal, Secretary,
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare used “revenge travel” during one of
his speeches recently and said that it is “dangerous.”
After months of being cooped up inside as Covid raged outside, well
off Indians have decided that home is not where the heart is and are
hitting the road - and the skies - to break the monotony of their indoor
existence. This is ‘revenge travel’. So when states started opening up after
a ferocious second Covid wave, people headed out in droves to beachside
hotels, hill homestays or even just a resort close by. Anywhere but home
and maybe not quite what the doctor ordered
Taking revenge as it were for the months of anxiety, of working from
home, doing or conducting classes online and unable to meet even close
relatives, they masked up, got their jabs and wasted no time in heading
outdoors.
Global online travel company Cleartrip found advance bookings as
measured by the share of bookings with travel dates more than four
weeks away crossing 10 per cent this year compared to around 5 per cent
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Leisure cities are found
to take slightly longer
to bounce back though
they are showing
significant potential
for the coming weeks.
Market analysts find
leisure hotspots like
Jaipur, Visakhapatnam
and Agra already
seeing positive signs of
travel coming back.
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last year. They expect the increased
momentum of the vaccination drive
and reduced caseloads to catalyse
domestic travel recovery in the next
two quarters.
On the ground, images of people
thronging destinations like Manali
and serpentine queues of cars
waiting to get into popular hill
destinations such as Shimla galore.
Be it a workcation, staycation or
drivecation, people were clearly
eager to travel and splurge as India’s
Covid cases dipped, determined to
make up for lost leisure days due to
frequent shutdowns, signalling the
return of normalcy for the coronahit travel and hospitality sector.
For many this was the first time
that they have travelled since the
onset of the pandemic. Many found
things were pathetic in the past two
months as they were cooped inside
homes, not going out even to the
balcony.
Budget-friendly hostel chain
GoStops and Airbnb, the online
marketplace for arranging or
offering lodgings, are among the
companies that witnessed a major
spike in the number of enquiries
and bookings made in June. While
GoStops, according to company
sources has recorded a “1,000 per
cent” spike in its daily reservations;
Airbnb India has also observed
a “strong pent-up demand” for

destinations that are a drive away
from metro cities.
According to travel tech startup
RateGain findings, New Delhi
(2,943), Pune (2,113), Hyderabad
(1,969), Bangalore (1,516), and
Chennai (1,516) are the top five
destinations with the most rooms
booked from June 7-20.
Leisure cities are found to take
slightly longer to bounce back
though they are showing significant
potential for the coming weeks.
Market analysts find leisure hotspots
like Jaipur, Visakhapatnam and
Agra already seeing positive signs
of travel coming back. Increasing
interest is noticed for hill stations
within driving distance from
mainstream cities, like Manali,
Lonavala, Nainital, Shimla, Mysore.
Hotels and resorts are also riding
high on the revenge travel trend
too. WelcomeHeritage Hotels, for
instance, is seeing nearly “70-80
per cent” of occupancy in most
of their hill properties, including
Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh
and Jammu and Kashmir. There
are several strategies like offering
various innovative packages, such
as ‘Work from Home’ and ‘Drivable
Holidays’, ‘Head for Hills’ package
etc.
The trend is benefiting resorts
near big cities too. It is reported
that both The Westin Gurgaon,

New Delhi, and The Westin Sohna
Resort and Spa in nearby Gurgaon
are clocking week-on-week “25-30
per cent growth” in leisure guests
through their staycation offerings.
Industry analysts find there is pent
up demand; and people do want to
get away from the humdrum and
monotony of being at home, and are
looking for safe ways to return to
some semblance of normal life.
Car rental company Avis India has
also reported a surge in bookings
with commuters traveling “solo, in
couples, and with their families”.
According to company sources, they
are planning weekend getaways to
nearby mountains or cities such as
from Delhi to Himachal or Jaipur, or
from Bangalore to Ooty. Some are
also relocating to work from hills
such as Manali or Shimla which is
leading to an increase in long term
rentals.
As India’s Covid numbers fall,
doctors advise caution and the need
to be vigilant. They advise against
letting our guard down, mingling
with groups at least for the next two
to three months.
The “revenge travel” tendencies
of Indians have provided a muchneeded boost to the country’s
hospitality sector over the last
couple of months. But it will be a
while before the sector goes back to
pre-pandemic growth levels.
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HOTEL INDUSTRY

Room for hope as hotels are
pivoting in the new reality
Our Bureau
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T

he pandemic inflicted untold
pains to most industries and
the hotel industry was no
exception.

Following the national lockdown last
year, hotels were forced to reimagine
themselves. Some hotels offered
quarantine facilities to asymptomatic
and mildly symptomatic patients, in
collaboration with partner hospitals.
Apart from quarantine centres, many
hotels also innovated new ways of
generating revenue by taking the
food delivery and takeaway route,
among many others. To cope with
the mounting disasters of the second
wave, this year too hotels opted
for more ingenious ways to set off
some of their escalating losses. A
few of them took out ads on social
media offering vaccination packages
that included the vaccine dose, stay,
and a set meal menu. However, the
government soon clamped down
on hotels and private hospitals
collaborating to sell vaccines,
following which hotels withdrew the
offers.
Then came the final straw when a
premium brand in Mumbai shut
shop “until further notice”, citing
lack of funds to pay staff salaries. In
a way, this confirmed the worst fears
of many doomsayers who had long
expected the second wave to push
the struggling hospitality industry into
an existential crisis. With impending

reports on other hotels following
suit, the situation remains grim.
However, between the myriad
voices of concern and consternation
that predict that it may take the
hospitality industry two years before
it sees full recovery, some hotel
experts take a more rational view,
making a distinction between the
fortunes of city hotels and resort
properties. They believe that city
hotels have some key components
for occupancy like corporate
business, corporate conferencing
and social events and leisure.
In the new circumstances, it’s about
managing costs, but that does not
complete the picture either; it is
also bad planning in a lot of cases
and that is intrinsic to the hotel
industry in India. High rates of debt,
low average room rates, and little
innovation on new revenue streams
are factors what plague the industry,
according to industry bigwigs.
The point to remember is to
leverage less, to keep the payroll in
check and look for building specific
business models to minimize the
impact on profitability. The scenario

Hoteliers have cut costs
significantly, including
redeployment of
manpower, outsourcing
of non-core activities,
centralization of
business functions and
automation of certain
processes.

is different for resort hotels. The
Postcard will be one of the few
hotels in the pandemic that will
post a profit in the first month.
Even in Goa, the July bookings
this year--over the same time last
year when the lockdown had just
opened--will be at least thrice what
they were last year.
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Conrad Bengaluru offers travel leisure options
within the city for travelers
with a larger than life Mickey Mouse
and a tray filled with lollypops,
marshmallows and chocolate dip,
as a welcome treat. With a special
check -in counter with an elevated
step for the young ones, they are
asked to fill in their preferences for
cupcakes, chocolates or cookies.

As the unlock unfolds, Conrad
Bengaluru has launched their
version of leisure travel within the
city for leisure travelers, especially
families. This initiative by the
property promises to enhance the
Conrad experience for families,
especially their young ones with
complimentary stays, personalized
surprises, interactive games and a

whole host of fun activities.
The experience begins straight
from the guest’s doorstep with a
customized, fairy-tale like pickup
service. The property cars are
decorated with balloons, filled
with chocolates along with games
to keep the young ones occupied
while on their way to the property.
On arrival, the guests are greeted

The property offers engaging
activities like baking and mocktail
making sessions for the guests and
their kids while also allowing one to
wear the Chef’s Hat for the day. The
offer also includes a special menu
for the little ones, from Mickey
Mouse pancakes to the signature
cone Dosa, from the hotel’s finest
restaurant Caraway Kitchen.
The property has also created
a designated recreational area
specific for children to allow them
to thoroughly enjoy themselves.
The benefits of the Great Small
Breaks staycation are Kids menu
A la carte options, Enhancing the
check-in experience:, and In-room
engagement and kid’s amenities.

Demands made in memorandum submitted by SIHRA Vice President Mr Balakrishna Reddy
to Shri Kishan Reddy, Hon Minister for Tourism and Culture, Government of India

SIHRA Vice President Mr. Balakrishna
Reddy, personally met Shri Kishan
Reddy, Hon Minister for Tourism
and Culture, Government of India,
at Tirupati on 19th Aug 2021, and
handed over a memorandum with
suggestions to revive Tourism in the
country.
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VACCINATION CAMP
SIHRA and SKAL Club Coimbatore
organized a mega vaccination
camp for hoteliers, Restaurant
staff, and Tourism workers in
Coimbatore on 16th & 17th Aug 21
at Residency Towers. The response
was overwhelming and 1746 were
vaccinated in two days. Thanks to
Govt of TN, District Administration,
FSSAI, Health Dept, Tourism Dept,
and paramedical team.

SIHRA organized a vaccination
camp at Coimbatore in association
with District Administration, Dept
of Health, FSSAI, Coimbatore
District Hotels Association, SKAL
Club Coimbatore, and Coimbatore
Boarding and Lodging Owners
Association. The team has
vaccinated over 1000 plus hoteliers
and restaurant staff.

SIHRA in association with the District
Administration, Chengalpattu, and
Department of Tourism conducted
the vaccination camp for hoteliers at
SRM Institute of Hotel Management,
Kattankulathur. The camp was
inaugurated by Thiru A R Rahul
Nadh, IAS, District Collector, and 350
plus hoteliers who got vaccinated.
Dr. Priya, District Health Officer, Dr.
Anuradha, DO, FSSAI, Mr. Sundar
Singaram Director Of OperationsSIHRA were also present at the
function.
August - September 2021
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G Kamala Rao is new DG, Tourism
G Kamala Vardhana Rao has become the new Director General (Tourism). He will be taking
up the position after Meenakshi Sharma moved on from MOT to CAG of India.

G Kamala Vardhana Rao

Director General, Tourism
G Kamala Vardhana Rao has become
the new Director General (Tourism).
The Appointments Committee of
the Cabinet has announced it as an
additional charge for him. He would
remain as the Chairman & Managing
Director, India Tourism Development
Corporation (ITDC) till the
appointment of a regular incumbent
or until further orders, whichever is
earlier. Rao is a 1990 batch Indian
Administrative Services (IAS) officer
of Kerala cadre, who has earlier held
positions within the state of Kerala
and has even been the Director and
Secretary Tourism in Kerala.

In the last 30 years, Rao has served
multiple positions including
Chairman of Indian Tobacco Board;
Director of Fisheries Department;
as well as Director, Department
of Tourismand Culture, Andhra
Pradesh government; Managing
Director of SC /ST Corporation in
Andhra Pradesh, Revenue Secretary
of Kerala; and District Collector,
Kollam, Kerala.

Rao would remain as
Chairman & MD, ITDC
till further orders

Rao will be taking up the position
after Meenakshi Sharma moved on
from theMinistry of Tourism (MOT)
to CAG of India.

Avartana reopens at ITC Grand Chola in
Chennai
Avartana, the modern Indian restaurant at the ITC Grand Chola
A Luxury Collection Hotel, Chennai is set to reopen its doors. The
restaurant, which has been pushing the boundaries of Indian food
and made it to the top 100 list of Asia’s best restaurants, is led by
Senior Executive Chef ITC Grand Chola, Ajit Bangera.
The restaurant, which opens only for dinner will be operating at
50 percent capacity and shut at 9 pm, so there will only be one
seating, though they are open to beginning earlier than their usual
7pm seating. New branches of the restaurant were being planned
In Kolkata, Colombo and Mumbai.
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InterContinental Chennai launches wedding
staycation

InterContinental Chennai
Mahabalipuram Resort has
announced the launch of its
wedding staycation package
Muhuratham By The Bay for to-be
wedded and families looking to
club their wedding celebrations
with vacation retreat. Last year, the
Resort saw a huge shift in wedding
segment with couples looking to

InterContinental Chennai
Mahabalipuram Resort is experiential
in nature, as it caters to the growing
need of intimate weddings in a safe
haven, although with continued
International travel restrictions
more couples are looking at
shot-gun wedding format which
can be build into a destination
vacation. InterContinental Chennai
Mahabalipuram drives an advantage
of open areas, sprawling landscape
and pristine beach access which
appeals to the popularity of concept.
The hotel has further personalised
have a more all-inclusive wedding
experience, with families. The package this wedding staycation with themed
is designed with curated sightseeing meals in-built to the package,
provision of an on-site venue for
itineraries for outstation guests
social celebration, chauffeur services
to UNESCO World heritage site
Mahabalipuram, a dedicated activity for the newlyweds and access to
planner for kids with nanny services, in-house Spa & Salon for grooming.
Guest numbers for this micro
and oceanography/ surfing lessons
wedding staycation may vary from 50
for adults.
guests to 100 guests.
Muhuratham By The Bay by

After CCI & NCLAT, FHRAI knocks on NITI Aayog’s
door to highlight Oyo’s unethical business
practices

India’s apex Hospitality Association
- Federation of Hotel & Restaurant
Associations of India (FHRAI) has
submitted a representation to the
CEO of NITI Aayog – Amitabh Kant
highlighting Hospitality industry’s
plight with reference to Oyo’s
business model that has caused
irreparable damages to the hospitality
eco-system in the country.

The Association has specifically
pointed out that certain recent
activities conducted by Oyo to earn
goodwill have actually come at the
expense of partner hotels. It has
stated that any such humanitarian
activities organised by the foreign
funded entity is just an image
repairing exercise to cover up its
unfair, anti-competitive and criminal
activities. The FHRAI has shared with
the NITI Aayog copies of FIRs filed
by hotel owners across the country
along with details of the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code proceedings
in the NCLAT and the investigation
against Oyo by the CCI.
The FHRAI has submitted several
cases reported from across the
country about arbitrary cancellation

or breach of contract by Oyo causing
immense mental and financial
trouble on account of non-payment
of dues to hotel owners.
Oyo has not disclosed its balance
sheets for 2019-20 and 2020-21 and
has not complied to the statutory
filing of the annual returns. The
company has existing loans of
around $300 million and are in the
process of raising loans of Rs.4400
crores from international investors.
As per Oyo’s financial statement
for the period April 2018 to March
2019, it has registered a net loss of
Rs.36.72 crores for the year ending
March 2018 and a net loss of
Rs.102.97 crores for the year ending
March 2019.
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The Tamara Coorg welcomes back guests
With the second wave of the pandemic receding, the Tamara
Coorg has started welcoming guests back beginning July 9th 2021
with specially curated packages and offers to ensure a safe and
relaxed holiday experience. With the brand’s Rakshā Initiative in
place, guests can enjoy their stay with the assurance that hygiene
standards are at the highest, and health and safety remain a top
priority.
The Tamara Coorg has achieved the distinction of receiving a
Platinum level certification under the Bureau Veritas standard
for Hygiene Management System. The assessment protocols are
based on leadership, risk management, compliance management,
personal hygiene, facility hygiene, monitoring measurement and
analysis.
The Tamara team has curated unique packages for everyone
looking to take a break from their routine.
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FHRAI delegates meet Minister for Tourism, G.
Kishan Reddy

Senior delegates of FHRAI met G.
Kishan Reddy, Union Minister for
Tourism, Culture and Development
of North-Eastern Region to welcome
him and to highlight the urgent
need for Government intervention
for the revival of the Hospitality
sector in India.

enabling Ease of Doing Business,
challenges faced by the industry
from Copyright Societies and
the amendments required in
the Copyright Act, 1957 and on
challenges faced from the Online
Travel Aggregators (OTAs) and Food
Service Aggregators (FSAs).

The Association presented the
Minister with a comprehensive
wish-list of the Hospitality
industry highlighting concerns
and recommendations for the
revival of the sector from the
impact of COVID19. The FHRAI
was represented by Mr Pradeep
Shetty, Jt. Hon. Secretary, and D
V S Somaraju, Hon. Treasurer and
Vinod Gulati, Executive Committee
Member.

The Minister was briefed on the
ground realities of the Hospitality
sector and a comprehensive
representation recommending
the topmost priorities for its
revival was submitted. The FHRAI
has emphasized the need to
provide support to the industry
under EPCG and SEIS schemes,
GST rationalization, granting
infrastructure and industry status
and other important policy reforms
including Ease of Doing Business
in the Hospitality Sector. They also
informed the Minister about the
challenges faced by the industry
from the Copyright Societies as well

FHRAI has submitted presentations
on the support required under
EPCG and SEIS schemes, GST
rationalization, policy reforms,

as from the OTAs and the FSAs.
The Minister stressed that Tourism
and Hospitality are one of the most
important pillars for the nation’s
growth and it will be his endeavour
to ensure that the sector receives as
much attention and support from the
Government as possible. He assured
focus on the issues highlighted
by FHRAI to revive the tourism
and hospitality sector from the
devastating impact of the pandemic.
He also promised wholehearted
support of the Tourism Ministry to
clear any bottlenecks and introduce
reforms wherever possible to
expedite the recovery and revival of
the sector and in this regard assured
to meet the industry stakeholders at
regular intervals to seek their inputs.
G Kishan Reddy also promised that
the Ministry will come out with a
National Tourism Policy shortly with
a road map for the fast recovery of
the sector.
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FHRAI-IHM organizes training for Food
Production and Room Division & Food &
Beverage Service Staff
in the country. The programme was
rolled out in seven batches starting
3rd June 2021 and concluded on
30th June 2021. Mr Venkatesan
Dhattareyan, Regional Director
- West & Central Region, India
Tourism, Mumbai inaugurated
the first batch which trained 640
hospitality professionals under the
stated programmes.
The FHRAI Institute of Hospitality
Management (FHRAI-IHM) in
association with the regional
Associations of the Federation of
Hotel & Restaurant Associations of
India (FHRAI) organized a series of
capacity building training programs
for Food Production and Room
Division and F &B Service staff of
hotels and restaurants. The objective
of the training programmes was to
reinforce knowledge and update
skills of the workforce employed in
existing hospitality establishments

“The training programmes have
been developed to strengthen
the skill sets of the entry-level or
junior staff working in the Food
Production and the Room Division
& F & B Service departments
at hotels. We were anticipating
somewhere around 100 to 120
participants for the first batch
but were pleasantly surprised
to receive an overwhelming
response. Over 640 hospitality
professionals from across the
country registered and participated

in the training programmes. The
trained participants were awarded
certificates upon successful
completion of all four sessions of
about an hour across the selected
modules,” says Shri Arun Kumar
Singh, Director, FHRAI-IHM.
The programmes covered several
different aspects of Hospitality
management including Hospitality
and Chef as Professionals,
Food Safety – Understanding
Contaminants; Safety, Hygiene,
Preservation & Good Practices,
General Concerns & Spirit of
Hospitality under the training
module for Food Production
Department. In the training for
Room Division & Food Service
Department, the module covered
topics on Interpersonal skills,
Body language, Listening skills,
Empathizing & mindfulness.

Coffee By Di Bella aggressive on expansion;
charts out plan to penetrate cloud kitchen &
D2C FMCG segment
across various cities in the country
such as Pune, Banglore, Delhi NCR,
etc. During the pandemic, the brand
has seen a 25 to 30 percent jump in
footfalls after the first lockdown got
lifted in Dec 2020 - March 2021.

Coffee By Di Bella, Australia’s
premier coffee company in India
plans on expanding its footprint
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Repeat customers have been an
integral part of the brand’s growth
journey. Even before the pandemic,
80 percent of its footfalls have been
repeat customers and an important
area of focus as compared to
revenue. Coffee By Di Bella opened

August - September 2021

two new stores including a flagship
sea-facing store at Carter Road,
Bandra and is looking at three to
five more stores by the end of 2021.
Launched in 2016, Coffee By Di
Bella has now scaled up to 24
stores in Mumbai and had been
growing five stores YOY since
2017. The brand also has a cloud
kitchen Waffle Brand called Waffles
By Di Bella across 25 Pin Codes in
Mumbai.

Diageo India partners with NRAI to vaccinate
its F&B trade partners
Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan, Kolkata,
Bangalore, Hyderabad, Mumbai,
Pune, and Goa.

Diageo India has partnered with
National Restaurant Association of
India (NRAI) to vaccinate its F&B
trade partners, registered under
the Raising the Bar programme.
Through this initiative, Diageo India
aims to support 20,000 employees
from the industry by providing

them both doses of the vaccine.
The initiative, that has already been
underway since June 2021, gives
employees of the 1500 outlets
registered under Raising the Bar
program an opportunity to get their
jabs at select hospitals, with whom
NRAI has partnered, across Delhi,

Launched in June 2020, ‘Raising the
Bar’ is an INR 75 crore revival and
recovery program that supports
pubs, bars and restaurants and helps
businesses welcome customers back
and recover from the pandemic. As
a part of this program, Diageo India
and NRAI will now provide necessary
support to the F&B industry during
the pandemic by covering the costs
for the vaccines for all restaurant
employees.

Indian hospitality industry’s RevPAR falls 39% in
first quarter: JLL
same period of the previous year, it
added. The recovery of the sector
has been primarily driven by the
leisure segment performing notably
well, the statement said.

India’s hospitality industry witnessed
a decline of 38.7 per cent in Revenue
Per Available Room (RevPAR)
during the first quarter of 2021 as
compared to the year-ago period,
according to global real estate
consultant JLL. “RevPAR in the top
six cities has decreased by 48 per
cent in Q1 2021 as compared to Q1
2020,” JLL’s Hotel Momentum India
(HMI) Q1 2021 said in a statement.
Goa grew to be the RevPAR leader
in absolute terms, despite the
single digit decline in RevPAR by

1.1 per cent in January-March
2021 compared to the year-ago
period. This was due to a 6.4 per
cent increase in occupancy levels, it
added.
Demand for domestic leisure travel
amid international travel restrictions
continues to make Goa the fastest
recovering market in absolute terms,
the statement said. Bengaluru saw
the sharpest decline in RevPAR in
the first quarter of 2021, with a 60.6
per cent decline compared to the

JLL, South Asia, Hotels and
Hospitality Group, MD Jaideep Dang
said that in the first quarter of 2021,
the hospitality industry witnessed
a revival, with most leisure markets
performing exceptionally well. The
pace of recovery started picking up
due to increase in corporate travel
but it was short lived as the onset
of the second wave brought back
travel restrictions and derailed the
recovery, he added. “We expect that
the hospitality sector in India will
mostly remain under stress in 2021.
However, the hotels are much more
nimble and better prepared in terms
of their SOPs and cost structures to
navigate business interruptions this
year,” Dang said.
Total number of signings in the first
quarter of 2021 stood at 28 hotels
comprising 2,064 keys, a decline of
53 per cent compared to the same
period last year, the statement said.
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The Ascott Limited (Ascott), has pledged INR 15
Lakhs to support COVID-19 relief efforts in India.
Through the ‘One Day for India’
initiative, 235 staff from 13 Ascott
properties in six countries and eight
cities across the Middle East, Turkey
and India voluntarily donated one
full day’s salary in support of the
beneficiaries of Tamil Nadu’s Chief
Minister’s COVID-19 Relief Fund.
The staff’s contribution will also be
used to procure emergency medical
supplies for the King Institute of
Preventive Medicine and Research
(KIPMR), Chennai. The pledge
adds to the donation of 20 oxygen
concentrators and other emergency
medical supplies in June 2021,
from CapitaLand’s philanthropic
arm CapitaLand Hope Foundation
(CHF) and Ascott, to a facility for the

treatment of COVID-19 patients at
KIPMR, Chennai. In the same month,
Ascott’s staff distributed over 500
meals to underprivileged families
affected by COVID-19 in central
Chennai.
Last year, in collaboration with CHF,
Ascott raised a total of US$200,000
through its #StayHomeWithAscott
campaign, by rallying the global
community to curb the spread
of COVID-19 by staying home.
Funds raised went towards Save
the Children’s food security and
assistance programmes, to support
about 13,000 underprivileged
children affected by the pandemic.
Since the beginning of the

pandemic, Ascott has also rolled
out several assistance programs for
employees to ensure that staff in India
are supported during this time. The
company offers medical insurance for
the treatment of COVID-19 and offers
100% reimbursement of any medical
expenses that are not covered by
insurance for COVID-affected staff.
The company also announced a
loan of upto INR 2 Lakhs for staff, to
assist the treatment of staff’s family
members or towards unanticipated
expenses arising during this time.
Additionally, Ascott has worked with
its insurance provider to offer Life
Insurance coverage, in the undue
event that any staff succumbs to
COVID-19.

Sterling Holiday Resorts reports 129% Y-O-Y
growth in gross revenue

Sterling Holiday Resorts Ltd., a
leading leisure holiday and vacation
ownership brand, reported a gross
revenue of Rs. 4,159 lakhs for Q1
of FY22 recording an approximate
growth of 129% against the gross
revenue of Rs. 1,813 lakhs from the
same quarter of last year. The surge
in revenue is largely due to a shorter
span of lockdown in the current
year compared to last year and the
subsequent increase in room nights.
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The revenue reported from resorts
rose to Rs. 1,438 lakhs in Q1 FY22
from 632 lakhs in Q1 FY21, while the
revenue reported from memberships
rose to 2,721 lakhs in Q1 FY22 from
1,182 lakhs in Q1 FY21.

second wave of COVID were higher
than the same period of last year
with higher down payment, resulting
in higher cash inflows. Revenues
from membership included revenues
arising out of one-time cancellation
of contracts. Conversion of leased
resorts to managed contracts and
exiting from non-profitable leased
resorts also contributed to the
benefits of over 30% on costs related
to leases.

In the recent past, despite the effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic, Sterling
Holidays reported standalone revenue
of INR 8,430 lakhs in Q4 FY21 as
compared to INR 5,738 lakhs in Q4
FY20. Sterling Palm Bliss, Rishikesh,
The rise in average room rent
was added into the resort bouquet.
has been 9% over last year. Cost
Introduction of the 10-year Vantage
initiatives taken during the earlier
membership in Q3 helped increase
pandemic continue to benefit and
contribute towards a healthy bottom the membership volumes in Q4 FY21
with a growth of 20%.
line. Membership sales during the
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FHRAI submits curated list of suggestions to the
Ministry of Consumer Affairs
e-commerce
entities, FHRAI’s
suggestions
aim to cover
the duties and
responsibilities
of sellers, of
e-commerce
entities as well
as to protect
the consumer
and hotels and
restaurants
owners in case
of deficiency in
services.

India’s apex Hospitality Association
- Federation of Hotel & Restaurant
Associations of India (FHRAI)
has shared its suggestions on
the proposed amendments to
Consumer Protection (e-Commerce)
Rules, 2020 to the office of the
Joint Secretary of the Department
of Consumer Affairs, Ministry of
Consumer Affairs, Food and Public
Distribution - Shri Anupam Mishra.
Highlighting the various issues
based on past experiences with
e-commerce and marketplace

“The Hospitality
industry has
been severely
affected by
unfair trade
practices
carried out by some of the
e-commerce entities and FHRAI
has been trying to find options to
resolve the issues at various levels.
In the recent past, widespread
cheating and unfair trade practices
have been observed in the
e-Commerce ecosystem by the
hospitality industry as well as by
consumers. Keeping this in view, we
request the Ministry of Consumer
Affairs to amend the policies
that will help in redressing such

grievances and protect the interest
of consumers. Besides, it will bring
transparency to the e-Commerce
ecosystem and further strengthen
the regulatory. Our detailed
recommendations relating to the
Consumer Protection (E-Commerce)
Rules not only protect the rights
of our patrons but also safeguard
hotels and restaurant owners. The
suggestions include Fall back liability
to ensure marketplace e-commerce
entities act responsibly, to host
legitimate accommodations based
on local and central licenses and fees
paid, no indulgence in overbooking
of goods or services, scheme or
discounts to be offered with the
consent of the seller, transparency
in charges levied to the customers,
duties of sellers on marketplace
among others,” says Mr Gurbaxish
Singh Kohli, Vice President, FHRAI.
The Association has pointed out that
an e-commerce entity provides an
information technology platform
on a digital or electronic network
to facilitate transactions between
buyers and sellers and hence Online
Travel Agency (OTA), Food Service
Aggregators (FSA), Table Reservation
Services, Event Ticketing Platforms
and such entities should be listed
under the market place e-commerce
entity to avoid any disputes.

ITC to unveil boutique hotels to tap postpandemic rush
Diversified conglomerate ITC is
coming up with a new hotel brand in
boutique category to make the most
out of the expected post-pandemic
hotel boom. The hotel segment
now has brands like Welcomehotel,
ITChotels, Welcome Heritage and

Fortune. The new brand will be
entirely in the managed property
segment in tune with ITC’s assetright strategy for hotel business.
The conglomerate is now planning
to reverse the ratio between owned
and managed properties from

current level of 60 percent : 40
percent to 40 percent : 60 percent
going forward. The hotel segment
revenue of ITC is currently at INR
3,369 crore with a profit of INR 190
crore.
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Pre Budget Meeting
On behalf of SIHRA, Mr. Sundar Singaram · Director Of Operations, attended the Pre Budget Meeting organized by
Finance Minister Tamil Nadu and Minister for Commercial Taxes along with Secretaries at the secretariat in Chennai.
Emphasized the need for Industry status for hotels, bar license renewal, single-window clearance for new hotel
projects, privatization of TTDC hotel for better revenue, prime revenue land for hotel projects in PPP mode, uniform
GST of 5% for next two years, property tax waiver for one year and enhanced fund allotment to Tourism Department
to face competition in marketing destination.

Tourism Stakeholders meet at JKR Resort & Spa, Rameswaram
SIHRA in association with TN Tourism Department and Travel Club, Madurai organized a Tourism Stakeholders
meet at JKR Resort & Spa, Rameswaram on 26th July. Dr B Chandramohan, IAS, Principal Secretary, Tourism, Thiru
Sandeep Nanduri, IAS, Director Tourism, Tmt J U Chandrakala, IAS, District Collector, Ramanathapuram Dt, graced
the occasion and had a very proactive interaction with the Stakeholders. SIHRA Members from Rameswaram,
Madurai, and the surrounding participated in the discussion and highlighted the potential in their region. Secretary
was very happy with the inputs and congratulated SIHRA for arranging the meeting. Mr. Rajesh of JKR Resorts, Dr.
Vasudevan, and other dignitaries was present.
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PRODUCT LAUNCHES
Baked Delights from JW Baking Company, JW
Marriott Mumbai Sahar
JW Baking Company, Mumbai has newly introduced a range
of pastries and cakes, freshly baked bread, croissants and
gourmet sandwiches available for home delivery via Marriott
Bonvoy On Wheels.
There is a variety of artisanal breads, savouries, travel cakes,
breakfast pastries and cakes to celebrate special occasions.
The team has also crafted a ‘Celebration Pastry Box’ where one
can customize their own box for birthdays, anniversaries and
special occasions by selecting pastries.

Glenmorangie launches three delicious whiskies in Travel
Retail
Glenmorangie launched three new whiskies exclusively in
Travel Retail, in Mumbai and Delhi Duty-Free. The company
claims each expression’s unique taste showcases a different
and demanding art. Each whisky is distilled in Glenmorangie’s
signature copper stills, the tallest in Scotland, for a fruity and
fragrant spirit. The three whiskies include The Accord, The Elementa and The Tribute.

QSR Chain WOW! Momo Enters Into FMCG
QSR Momo chain ‘WOW! MOMO’ has announced its entry into
the ready-to-use food category. The company has unveiled a
variety of authentic flavours in the frozen ready-to-eat Momo
category, such as Veg Darjeeling Momos, Chicken Darjeeling
Momos, Masala Chicken Momos, Corn & Cheese Momos and
Chicken Cheese Momos. The new category of ready-to-make
frozen momos by WOW! Momos will be exclusively available
online on Bigbasket in Delhi, Gurugram, Noida, Kolkata, Mumbai, Pune, Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad and Ahmedabad.

Jimmy’s Cocktails diversifies its portfolio
Radiohead Brands, owner of Jimmy’s Cocktails’ finely crafted
cocktail mixers has announced the launch of two new variants
in its cocktail mixers portfolio. The new variants - Margarita and
Bloody Mary are crafted by an in-house team led by celebrated
mixologist Yangdup Lama. The newly launched beverage variants are currently available on www.jimmyscocktails.com.
August - September 2021
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APPOINTMENTS
Isha Sehgal
Cluster Marketing
Communications
Manager
Hyatt hotels in
Hyderabad

Abdeali
Zoomkawala
Head of F&B
Operations & Events
Oakwood Premier
Prestige Bangalore

Allen Machado
CEO
Niraamaya Wellness
Retreats

Sehgal will lead marketing communications & PR for Park Hyatt
Hyderabad, Hyatt Hyderabad Gachibowli and Hyatt Place Hyderabad
Banjara Hills. Her responsibilities will include spearheading the
marketing initiatives, collaborations and continue to build strong brand
presence in the city.
She comes with around a decade of experience in integrated marketing
communications, strategy development, social media optimization and
brand management. She has been in Hyatt for more than 3 years as
Marketing Communications Manager for Hyatt Regency Chandigarh. In
the past, Sehgal has worked with AccorHotels, The Park Hotels along
with a few education institutes in cities like Delhi, Jaipur, Kolkata and
Mumbai.

Zoomkawala has over 18 years of professional experience in the luxury
hospitality sector. He started his professional career with The Taj
Mahal Palace & Tower, Mumbai and subsequently worked with Trident
Mumbai, The Leela Palace Bangalore, The Ritz Carlton Bangalore and
Trident Hyderabad. His most recent association was with The Leela
Ambience Convention Hotel Delhi as Head of Catering Sales. He
will be responsible for the operation of Oakwood’s comprehensive
F&B outlets - Ozaa (rooftop poolside restaurant specialising in
Mediterranean grills), Soul City (a fine dining restaurant specialising in
Pan Asian cuisine) and Le Bistro (a European casual dining restaurant).

Allen Machado has worked with premium and luxury brands for over
two decades of experience in the hospitality industry. Machado
specialises in strategically developing profitable business models,
Luxury hotel operations, strategic revenue management and fund
raising. Heading exciting trendsetting luxury hotels in India and the
Middle East and delivering top-quality service has been his forte.

Sandeep Joshi
Cluster General
Manager
Radisson Blu Plaza
Hotel Hyderabad
Banjara Hills
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Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel Hyderabad Banjara Hills has announced
the elevation of General Manager, Sandeep Joshi, to Cluster General
Manager, West India, Radisson Hotel Group, South Asia. He has a
career spanning over 26 years and has managed single and multi-unit
operations.

August - September 2021

Vikas Kumar
General Manager
Four Points by
Sheraton Kochi
Infopark

Vikas Kumar has an extensive gamut of experience of more than 19
years in the hospitality industry, with a decade spent with Marriott
International Hotels. His most recent assignment was as General
Manager at The Westin Pushkar Resort and Spa, Kumar scaled up the
positioning of the resort to its deserved prominence which resulted in
a 24% ADR increase. Kumar commenced his professional journey with
Ananda in the Himalayas and worked hotels - The Westin Hyderabad
Mindspace, Sheraton Grand Bangalore at Brigade Gateway, Aloft
Bengaluru Cessna Business Park & Courtyard by Marriott Kochi Airport.

Verma comes with a rich experience, spanning over 13 years in
hospitality business development, strategic management and
Director of Sales and
knowledge of various market segments. He has been associated with
Marketing
some of the leading Indian and global luxury brands, such as The Leela
The Westin Hyderabad Palaces, Hotels and Resorts, Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts, Hyatt Hotels
Mindspace
& Resorts and Accor. His last assignment was as Director of Sales at
the Pullman and Novotel New Delhi Aerocity, Deepak was instrumental
in boosting the collective business for the twin properties.

Deepak Verma

Chef Karthik will direct daily culinary operations at the hotel’s signature
restaurant LUSH and the quintessential lounge, the R Bar while
Karthik
overseeing food and beverage offerings for the in –room dining,
Executive Sous Chef
corporate events, wedding functions and special occasions. He has
over 18 years of rich experience in the hospitality industry across the
Renaissance Bengaluru
globe. Prior to joining Renaissance Bengaluru Race Course Hotel, he
Race Course Hotel
worked as a Gastronomic Chef at JW Marriott, Chandigarh. He has a
good overseas exposure.

Nair will lead hotel operations with a focus on food and beverage and
will be responsible for overall operational excellence, creative guest
General Manager
engagement programs and enhancing the top line performance.
Hyatt Place Hyderabad He has an experience spanning over 18 years in hospitality, across
leading luxury hotel brands such as Shangri La, The Address Hotels and
Banjara Hills
Marriott International. His last operational role was F&B Manager at
the St. Regis Doha.

Sreejith Nair

Animesh Barat
Cluster General
Manager
Sheraton Hyderabad

Before coming to the City of Pearls, he was the General Manager
at Hyatt Regency Thrissur. He is an alumnus of IHM Lucknow. Barat
holds more than twenty years of expertise in the hotel industry to his
portfolio. He has worked with several brands in the past like Starwood
Hotels and has been associated with Marriott International for more
than a decade.
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THE LAST LEAF

All Eyes on Resurgence in
Hospitality Industry

I

ndia’s hospitality industry experienced its unprecedentedly dark
phase due to the spread of corona pandemic. Tourism industry
which was growing at break-neck speed before the pandemic
came to an abrupt halt. Though there are notable signs of recovery,
the persisting second wave of of Covid-19 has impacted the longterm viability of many businesses. As per ICRA report, the intensity of
‘Covid 2.0’ applied temporary brakes on the industry’s recovery path
derailing it by 6-8 months, and a return to the pre-pandemic levels
is now expected only by FY24.
It was rather unfortunate that many states that opened up in Q3/
Q4 FY 2021 and welcomed tourists were forced to shut down
due to the second wave which was a setback to the hospitality
industry. However, this time the lockdowns and restrictions were
more localised. Many hotels across India operated at a reduced
occupancy rate or had become Covid-19 centres for travellers who
had to undergo a mandatory quarantine at rates stipulated by the
government.
Some Hotel Associations released discouraging figures which stated
that more than 40 per cent of hotels had to either shut or are on
the brink of closure, which has affected 70 per cent of its staffers.
As part of resurrecting the hospitality sector, association urged
the government to initiate measures and infuse liquidity through
moratorium, restructuring and changes to the Emergency Credit Line
Guarantee Scheme. Also, making the hospitality industry part of the
priority lending sector will help tame further financial hazards and
make monetary infusion easier. These steps will ensure respite to
the bleeding industry and initiate a possible recovery to this sector.
With the diminishing coronavirus cases and push to vaccination
drive, states like Maharashtra, Karnataka, Uttarakhand, among others
have initiated measures to unlock to give a fillip to the hospitality
industry. With the unlocking of most states, one can expect high
degree of pan-India travel as aspiring Indians would want to move
out of their dwellings and explore newer horizons. However threat
of delayed recovery on account of second Covid wave remains as
various states imposed partial/full lockdown from Feb’21 onwards,
which started un-locking from mid-June’21.

SIJI NAIR

Managing Editor

email: sijicn@gmail.com
facebook.com/sijicn
twitter.com/sijicn
linkedin.com/in/siji-nair
M +91 9947733339/9995139933
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Addressing a virtual session on Hospitality industry in August,
Arvind Singh, Secretary, Tourism, Government of India said that
the pandemic caused severe setback to the tourism industry and
the biggest challenge today is to accelerate recovery of the Indian
tourism sector. It requires strong collaborations and engagements
with the industry as well as with the state governments, he said.
Resurgence of the tourism and hospitality industry, which is
considered as an ‘engine of economic growth’ with its direct and
indirect linkage to about 360 industries, which contributes over 7%
of GDP of India and about 8% in total employment generated and
which is the third largest source of foreign exchange for India, is
receiving prime governmental attention and this could certainly see
things starting looking up in the days ahead.
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